Crinion Chair
Jonathan Crinion
CRINION CHAIR Refining complex systems into elegant functional objects defines the work of Jonathan Crinion. His wood side chair has a contemporary, youthful quality consisting of soft lines and well-proportioned forms, an alternative to architecturally structured, geometric looks. Designed to suit a variety of office environments, the stylish chair is offered with or without arms in a wide array of finish options.

JONATHAN CRINION Jonathan Crinion was born in Liverpool, England, in 1953. Educated in architecture and industrial design at Carleton University and the University of Toronto, he founded Crinion Associates, an Industrial Design consulting firm, in 1983. Since 1995, Crinion has worked with Knoll to develop award-winning product lines, including the highly successful Reff office system and the Crinion chair.